Effects of anticipation, prior-exercise, and breathing frequency to ventilatory response during step exercise: a preliminary study.
We examined the effects of anticipation, prior-exercise, and restricted breathing frequency on the ventilatory transient response to bicycle step exercise (75 W, 4 min, 50 rpm), i.e., 1) whether the increase of work rate was anticipated by the subject or not, 2) whether the exercise was preceded by light exercise (25 W), or rest, and 3) whether the exercise entrained the breathing frequency (f: 12.5/min, or 25/min) or not (voluntary). The corresponding step-on exercise was randomly performed at least two to five times by one adult male subject. As a result, a) the initial rapid ventilatory component, phase 1, was not observed when initiated from light exercise, whereas the overshot phase 1 was observed from rest in anticipation and voluntary breathing frequency condition due to the rapid increase of tidal volume; b) compared with the anticipation condition, the phase 1 response of VE in the non-anticipation condition was slower with prior-rest, and not with prior-light exercise; and c) the restriction of the breathing frequency for entraining the exercise rhythm did not affect the initial rapid response, but decreased the fluctuation of VE in the steady state, compared to the condition of voluntary breathing frequency.